Mary Johnson
Is Married to
Robert F. Acker

MRS. ROBERT FRANK ACKER
(Mary Louise Johnson) This happy event, attended at St. Christopher's Church in that suburb, was the theme of wide newspaper columns and social pages. The ceremony was held in the church, where the couple was joined by family and friends.

Sitting ladies: Davis

SLD finds a rare bargain on the best!

just 86 custom handmade coats in

FORTSMANN PASTEL FLEECEs

$78

regularly $100 to $125

Another thrill packed achievement for SLD... this special purchase of the most beautiful, most desirable of Spring advance and fashion-important coats... magnificently cut, and all handmade in the finest of wool fleeces and boucle... cost, $17 a pair.

Light, luxurious, pale colors in three Spring-styled silhouettes... each coat with hand-pleased detail, with Temp-Renaissance lining for all-season wear... each a superlative value at $78! Ice blue, cream beige, mist gold, fuchsia red, apricot, grey, white and navy in this sumptuous collection in sizes 6 to 16.

SLD DEMONSTRATION COAT SHOP, THIRD FLOOR

Sterling Linder Davis

SLD turns the spotlight on this exciting January Fur Sale value!

glorious, glamorous coats from the choicest center skins...

NORTHERN BACK DYED MUSKRAT

extraordinary at $199

Expensive-looking coats of featherweight, luxurious muskrat... authentically cut in the very newest fashion silhouettes and lengths, from 36" to 44"... the wonderful colors include: reds of rich Lollies and Harvest brown as well as the pastel... precision shades of Silver-Blue, Moonlight, and Breath-Spring. Tomorrow at 12:30... your rare opportunity for substantial savings on the cream of muskrat coats. Sizes for misses, women. You may use one of SLD's 4 convenient payment plans.

SLD FUR SHOP, THIRD FLOOR